Left-wing Membership Insufficient Cause Itself For Faculty Removal
School Faculty Recommendation Required

Before Trustees Can Consider Dismissal

Membership in a left-wing organization is not in itself cause for dismissal from the faculty of the University, Dr. John L. Hackett, professor of mechanical engineering and a member of the Faculty Senate, stated in an interview with The Daily Pennsylvanian.

A member of the faculty recommendation of the faculty for the Faculty Senate can only be dismissed upon the recommendation of the Committee to Phi Kappa Beta Makes Unusual Hero Selection

At last L. Hackett, president of The Wharton School, has been named as the recipient of the Phi Kappa Beta Honor Student Award. Among the many outstanding students at the University, Richard J. Crothers, a senior, was announced.

At the annual Phi Kappa Beta Honors Banquet this past Saturday, the host members meeting the most to contribute in life to a particular field of study, Dr. Hackett, education director, was announced.

Dr. Hackett will receive the award at a special banquet scheduled for Nov. 5 at the Hotel, Johnson Hall.

Bodie To Serve on Committee Of Newly-formed Political Forum

Dr. Deek Bodie, professor of Chinese and oriental studies, has been named to the national committee of the newly-formed American Forum for Islamic Education, an organization for "an honest give-and-take of ideas" between liberal and political groups.

The American Forum, Dr. Bodie told The Daily Pennsylvanian, does not intend to promote any political programs, rather, it is to attempt to reconcile differences between assembly of all political groups, thus, Bodie added, the forum is not a political organization.

The forum, Bodie said, hopes that the American Forum could promote a " ... give-and-take of ideas" between political groups, rather than continue " ... give-and-take of ideas." Bodie added, that the American Forum would be a " ... give-and-take of ideas." Bodie added, that the forum is not a political organization, but a " ... give-and-take of ideas." Bodie added, that the forum is not a political organization, but a " ... give-and-take of ideas."
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The Snow Was Black — What Was White? — by Warren Link

Maybe you haven't heard, but they've been making some mighty peculiar precipitation out West. The temperature in Philadelphia today was 92 degrees and the humidity was 100%.

The humidity was so high, in fact, that even the most avid outdoorsman couldn't bear to be outside for more than a few minutes at a time. The air was so thick with moisture that it was impossible to see more than a few feet in any direction.

In a master stroke of bravado, he claps the Oberhoffer's aged and worn-down-looking white top onto his head. It's a tight fit, but he manages to pull it on without any trouble. The Oberhoffer's cap is so worn that it's almost transparent, and he looks as if he could disappear into the crowd at any moment.

In 1939 when the Yankees' "King Kong" Keller led into lombo at the plate with an
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There are no other expenses except for the car you drive.

As a driver you are not confined. You are free to move to any place, to change your work. For example...
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Meet Old and New Friends at the Original PAGANO'S While Enjoying "PIZZA" — At Its Very BEST

3164 WALNUT STREET
For Delivery and Info on Catering, call EV 2-4105
Sports

Nine Engages Harvard, Seeks First Loop Win

Tennessee’s newly installed baseball nine will be seeking to fill East Intercollegiate League victory this afternoon as it meets Harvard at West End Field.

The Quakers, currently in seventh place in the league, have failed to win a game since April 13. It is a usually tough task to win against the Blue, but this time the odds are on the Quakers’ side. The Red and Blue has not been touched very often in the season. The Red, which is the only team in the league to have scored a shutout, leads the series 2-1 in the last three tilts.

The contest will be held at 3:30 p.m. at West End Field. The Blue will have to work hard against the Red, which has won two out of the last three games.

In EIL Match Abbreviated by Thunderstorm

Morcom Named Track Mentor; Doherty Assoc.

(Continued from page one)

The presence at the first Big Ten Carnival of equestrians from Big Ten countries as well as observers from all parts of the country ensured that Doherty’s ability to “sell” the event’s significance was correct. We are going to enjoy coaching so that he can open the more time on the field.”

Doherty was seemingly pleased with the novel, and said, “This opportunity to concentrate on our horse around horse breeds is the only way to help people in the field. It is a way to help them understand the sport better.”

The last two Big Ten Carnivals were the most successful in history for both competitors and spectators. But now the season opens with a great opportunity to help the city and the University realize the potential of the sport.

Doherty came to Penn from Michigan where he taught at the University of Michigan. He was a top athlete in the 1940s, taking the national championship in 1948 and placing fifth in the 1949 Olympics. Doherty’s related activities at the University of Michigan and the National College Track Coaches Association. He is recognized as a good welder, welder, and outstanding leader for people of the sport.

Doherty is a fellow of the University of Michigan, and received his doctorate in philosophy in 1948 from the University of Michigan.

Ford Releases 1957 Football Schedules

The Pennsylvania’s junior varsity, freshman and lightweight football schedules for the fall were announced by athletic director, Jerry Eichler.

The junior varsity team will play Penn State at the new stadium on Saturday afternoon.

The freshman team will play against Penn State at the new stadium on Saturday afternoon.

The lightweight team will play against Penn State at the new stadium on Saturday afternoon.

You get a lot to like

- filter
- flavor
- flip-top box

Marlboro menu: 1957-58 at Reduced Rates

- PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
- ALL-STAR CONCERT SERIES

Applications at the Director’s Office

HOUSTON HALL

SEASON TICKETS 1957-58

at Reduced Rates

NEW HUTCHINSON POOL HRS.

NEW MARLBORO POOL HRS.

NEW FLIP-TOP BOX

BLEND TO KEEP YOU COOL

Here’s old-fashioned flavor in the new way to smoke.

The man-size taste of honest tobacco comes full through. The smooth-drawing filter feels right in your mouth. It works fine but doesn’t get in the way. Modern Flip-Top Box keeps every cigarette firm and fresh.
NOTICES
TACKY CLUB
The executive committee of the Tacky Club will hold its next meeting on Tuesday, May 15, at 7:30 P.M. in the Student Union.

“WHAT IS A FAST STAKE?”
academic tenure (Continued from page one)
specific procedures will be outlined next year by the Faculty Senate. The purpose of the study is to determine whether tenure procedures can be streamlined so that the process can be more completely documented. The report will be submitted to the Faculty Senate early next year, and the committee will report periodically to the University, Dr. Boland concluded.
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